
HELPING HANDS 

Q and A answers 

 

Question 1: 

My comments are basically just that I really loved that you covered such a wide variety of experiences 

so well. The "flourishing rhubarb" was the first section that had me crying. My question or jumping off 

point for conversation is what kind of audience did you have in mind? like mostly autistic or mostly 

NT? How did you balance the need to educate a possibly uninformed NT audience member with 

expressing/portraying an autistic experience for an autistic audience member without preaching to the 

choir as such? 

 

Hannah Aroni (co-director) 

Going into this I was always thinking about two audiences. The first audience is anyone, regardless of 

neurotype, who finds the question "how should I help?" compelling and meaningful, anyone who 

thinks that trying to do good is interesting enough to think about for an hour and a half or so. That 

might be people who find it interesting because they stumbled into it or because they directly aimed 

themselves at it - parents, whether parents of autistic folks or not; teachers; therapists; people who 

spend a lot of time volunteering; people who aspire to be helpers in some way. People who derive 

some degree of pride or identity from goodness. And the second audience is autistic people hoping to 

see themselves in story, or to have some kind of narrative artefact they can point to as a way of 

pinpointing their own experience. The way I thought of this audience was "people who would see it 

once and then maybe drag someone important in their life to see it with them when they see it a 

second time, so they could say to that person, 'See, this! This is what I mean, this is what it was 

like!'" 

(And perhaps a hidden third overlapping audience who I wasn't so much aiming at as aware of, a few 

of whom always seem to find themselves in A_tistic audiences - people who didn't realise they might 

be autistic, or might have a lot in common with an autistic experience, and who notice because they 

watch our work. I didn't think directly about this audience - if it happens, it happens - but I believe 

certain prior A_tistic shows have thought about this audience more.) 

There are a bunch of different considerations involved in balancing those audiences. I want to talk 

about just one, which is the issue of the Double Empathy Problem. It's an issue in conversations 

between autistic and allistic (non-autistic) people described by philosopher and phenomenologist 

Damian Milton, and basically it's the issue where autistic and allistic people tend to bring different 

internal experiences and preferences into encounters with one another, in a way that leads them to 

misunderstand one another, to struggle to make good empathic guesses with one another. It can be 

compared to a bit of a cultural difference issue, like the problems that can come up in cross-cultural 

communication. And autistic people are way way way more aware of this problem than allistic people, 

because allistic people are very used to being told their empathic guesses are mostly reasonably 

correct, whereas autistic people are used to being told they "lack empathy" and should always be 

striving to please allistic people and live according to allistic preferences. 

And this is a problem and a live issue for us as creators, because allistic people often bring an allistic 

lens to watching autistic people live and do things in the world. So one thing it meant was that pure 

naturalism and pure narrative representative storytelling wasn't always going to be a good fit for 

every concept we wanted to explore - because if it was, then autistic people would already be 

receiving far better treatment and far more empathy out in the world. For a whole host of reasons - 

like the ones Goblin mentions in one scene in the second act - allistic people often see autistic people 

suffering and fail to register it as suffering. So probably the most dramatic example of "we're just 

gonna have to TELL the audience rather than showing" was the ABA scene, because if allistic people 

could tell that ABA was abuse just by seeing it happen and drawing their own conclusions, people 

wouldn't still be doing ABA all the time. When we created that scene we were really influenced by this 

article, and the question of how to cut through the fact that allistic people are really bad at noticing 

autistic distress: https://theaspergian.com/2019/03/28/invisible-abuse-aba-and-the-things-only-

autistic-people-can-see/?fbclid=IwAR23430lZ4vwBPS9ASm2sIPOOEoLJwIAlUybfrrtEnVbxjgB-

r7bIq2yfwQ 

So sometimes our solution to the Double Empathy Problem was "ok, we'll just tell you". But 

sometimes it was more about whose feelings mattered most in a scene, about encouraging an entire 

audience to empathise by going "hey how about autistic people's feelings are at the centre of most 

scenes", which is weirdly very uncommon in media about autistic people. And sometimes it was about 
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making the scenes about the kinds of concepts we thought were interesting to both our key 

audiences, and pitching ideas at a level we thought might be challenging and resonant to both our key 

audiences. Nobody really gives autistic people a manual for how to live well and understand their own 

brains, most folks have to find that for themselves and start making it for others, so when we imagine 

the autistic audience who might come to see the show, we don't necessarily imagine The Choir To 

Whom We Are Preaching - I was imagining folks who might have had a similar experience to Alice, 

who got the autism diagnosis and didn't get the powerful and valuable community knowledge to go 

with it. One of the undervalued things about preaching to the choir is that sometimes the choir is 

demoralised and self-hating and scared shitless and has actually never heard the sermon before. 

Jess Gonsalvez (co-director) 

In terms of, "balanc[ing] the need to educate a possibly uninformed NT audience member with 

expressing/portraying an autistic experience for an autistic audience member without preaching to the 

choir": I think, between our team, it was a mix of careful curation and deliberate disregard for certain 

norms. 

So many autistic stories that are told on the stage are "autism 101", or are autism as presented via 

an allistic lens (often parents or other authority figures around an autistic child) - and myself, A_tistic 

and our team for Helping Hands are pretty darn sick of that being the only narrative. 

I was quite determined that Helping Hands was not going to do that. So we worked backwards, from 

an autistic and neurodivergent perspective - what other parts of life did we want to portray? To do 

that, what background knowledge did we need to make sure our audience had, so that they could 

truly understand it? 

We put in little moments like a definition of executive dysfunction, and verbal descriptions of thought 

processes and physical sensations that allistic people might not be familiar with (eg. having to relearn 

to listen to what you want for yourself; how sensory issues can distract and prevent you from focusing 

or engaging). It was another way of making this play accessible to a wider audience, in addition to 

video tickets, Auslan interpretation, a relaxed performance, and a mobility aid-friendly venue. 

James Matthews (co-director) 

Certainly we had to consider two audiences, and in scenes like ABA, we had to consider the question 

of, “Alright, what do the fuckin' neurotypicals think here?” 

But one of my big theses, and one of the things I always bring into A_tistic work and into our practice 

of what we call Spectrum Theatre – one of the things we will always be saying to an allistic audience 

is, “Keep up! The world isn’t going to fit into your standard set of symbols and ideas. That’s what 

people who aren’t living with a world that’s set up for them will always have to do, that’s what autistic 

people are living with all the time. So make a fuckin’ effort.” 

And that sums up how I feel about dealing with that gap. 

We’re making a world that is more comfortable for some than the world they usually experience – and 

for those who are usually comfortable, now they have to work. 

Question 2: 

When your devising team has so much personal experience, how do you decide which exact stories to 

tell? What kind of tension is there as performers and scriptwriters in presenting things so close to your 

own experiences when they do not actually, or don't feel like they fully represent your own story? 

James Matthews (co-director) 

For me, this was never really about telling my own story. This was about examining the big concept of 

help, and this intersection of autistic experience and help. My own experience and what I’ve read 

about all becomes in service to that bigger idea – what does this story communicate about help, what 

element of help are we trying to drill down to? So every deviation from pure literal history was about 

moving toward what we’re trying to talk about. 

In terms of WHICH stories, ultimately it came down to that same point. We generated a huge amount 

of material in the room and that gave us a huge number of points to start from, so we were often 

sifting through them to ask the question, “Which of these stories best exhibits a point about help?” 

That would be our seed, and we grew it from there. 

Vanessa Di Natale (devising performer/co-creator) 



For me, there wasn't necessarily that tension between my own experience and the stories we ended 

up telling. There was a concern with what if what I was saying wasn't what other performers in the 

room felt or had experienced and in exploring my experience of this we neglected to explore theirs. 

Many of the stories told sort of closely resemble some personal experiences. And sometimes closely 

resembling can be enough? And yeah, there were times when I felt, yes this was something I 

articulated but the direction it has gone in wasn't one I anticipated but that is what happens when 

stories are interpreted by many brains, not just one. And that's okay because you start with one thing 

that happened to you and someone shares something similar that happened to them or they say, I 

have no experience of that but that reminds me of a,b,c and maybe someone else didn't necessarily 

identify with what you shared but they find something in what the person who responded to you had 

to say. And it can go on and on like this and this doesn't mean the original story is 

misrepresented...misrepresentation sort of assumes ownership of an experience and in devising, it 

was collaborative and so it was expected that sometimes what you said would turn up in unexpected 

places, would be serving a different function to what you wanted it to serve. Misrepresentation...I'm 

stuck on this word because yeah there 100% could have been risk of that happening but personally, I 

didn't feel misrepresented, things I said went down different routes but I didn't feel misrepresented 

and that's testament to our directors being very sensitive and respectful with our material????? Hope 

this is an answer that answers!? 

Hannah Aroni (co-director) 

This is a great question because it recognises something that I think is often erased when we talk 

about marginalised creators telling “their stories”. There’s this novel I love by Jincy Willett, The 

Writing Class, and her main character at one point says that every artist has the right to have their 

work addressed as fiction, because the alternative is that we’ll become paranoid of self-revelation and 

our work will suffer. The example she gives is “If, for instance, a two-headed, one-legged leper writes 

a story with a leprous two-headed, one-legged protagonist, we will not assume that the piece is in any 

way autobiographical.” And I don’t think that COMPLETELY applies to a work like Helping Hands, 

where we deliberately set out to distill research and direct cast experience and philosophy and we 

made that central to the work, but I do think we should think about it a little bit when we approach 

watching and talking about all art. Especially art by people who are seen as their identity to the 

exclusion of their craft. 

While I was interested in us telling stories that felt true and resonant to our team, and that would feel 

true and resonant to audiences with similar experiences, I never wanted us to fall into the trap of 

feeling bound to exact recitations of events as they happened to performers. That does too little credit 

to the extraordinary inventiveness and skill of everyone involved. Like James said, we wanted to 

illuminate things about help, and when we were devising and brainstorming with our actors we didn’t 

just ask them to tell stories, we discussed ideas, patterns, principles we noticed in the world - when I 

first tried to write the marketing copy for this show it featured words like “aesthetic” and “ethics” and 

“philosophy” a lot. We are not pure reciters of history here. 

So for example one of my favourite devising sessions involved spending like an hour where we all 

wrote an enormously long list of “things that actually help, but that we didn’t encounter or weren’t 

offered until relatively late in life”, and devised a whole host of tiny scenes about some of those 

things, and that huge list was our basis for writing the scene where Sheridan and Sam help Andrea 

with packing and unpacking her house near the end of the play. Or the scene in detention was based 

on devising sessions focused on school, where we talked about the ways our team coped with the 

stresses of school, and the double-edged-sword coping mechanisms they developed - the directors 

then went away and clustered the coping mechanisms into overall distinct characters and thought 

about what they might be able to teach each other, and where they would all run into overlapping 

problems because their self-help wasn’t enough without external understanding, and we also added in 

dashes and punches of coping mechanisms we knew other autistic folks outside our rehearsal room 

had adopted. Neither of those scenes was an exact representation of the lives of our team, but our 

rule was that we would always be asking, “Does this feel true?” 

 And actors always had the option to ask to edit the scene, and we actively solicited that editing, and 

each actor took a different approach to that question for each scene. And we also had mechanisms 

like stage-managers-as-cast-Union-reps, so that if they ever felt uncomfortable with a scene they 

knew they would have someone in their corner to discuss and consider and support them to talk with 

directors about it, so that their welfare was never lost in the storm of creativity. Sometimes we would 

edit to bring a character’s voice more in line with the actor, or to correct our misunderstanding of a 

point they had tried to convey about their experience, or to refine an idea. Sometimes we edited 

scenes to bring them closer to actors’ experience but sometimes we edited them to deliberately take 

them further away, or to amalgamate them with other stories to create a more deliberate separation 

of actor and character, or to offer the kind of ending for a scene that allowed a performer to perform 

the scene night after night without being left in a needlessly or painfully dark place. I guess our core 



principles were “does it feel true enough to all of us, does it treat the performer well according to their 

rules, does it get at something bigger?” Sometimes that involved careful edits or complex negotiations 

to find the best way forward. Only each cast member in their own hearts can tell us if we always 

succeeded. 


